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BE A CURTAIN QUEEN – Curtain Panels 

How and When to Add Trims and Fringes to Panels – Bonus Lesson 

1. Rope trim with flange: 

a. Adding this type of trim requires sewing into a seam.  For panel edge trimming, cut a 

3-inch strip from panel edge before hemming.  Stitch the trim to the panel edge, 

beginning 8 inches from the cut edge at the lower end and ending 8 inches from the 

upper end.  To secure the trim at cut ends, open the rope threading from the flange.  

Curve each tiny rope over the flange edge.  Line the ropes neatly and flatly against 

the flange.  Stitch to hold the alignment, then secure roping threads with masking 

tape.  With a zipper foot, sew the rope trim flange and panel at ½-inch seam 

allowance along the length of the panel.  Align the strip, face down, against panel 

edge with sewn rope trim between.  Stitch along the full length of the panel, from 

cut end to cut end, beyond the cording ends.  A zipper foot attachment helps to get 

very close to the rope trim and encases the flange inside the seam very well.  End 

the trim at 8 inches from the upper panel edge, and finish the roping ends the same 

way as the beginning end.  After attaching cording, fold the bottom edge into the 

usual double 4-inch folds and hem accordingly.  Along the sides, fold the 3-inch strip 

into a double side hem fold (adjust hem size if no seam allowance was added to the 

3-inch cutting).  Add drapery weight at the bottom end, and stitch the side hem 

closure.  (Lining should be aligned as usual under the side hem fold.) 

b. To add the trim several inches away from the panel edge, simply add the distance 

from the edge in inches to the 3 inches for the side hem (plus seam allowances) and 

cut the strip accordingly.  After cutting the strip, follow the directions in #a above.  

Hem along the bottom end in the same way – with the double 4-inch folds.   Hem 

sides as usual (with lining tucked inside the 2nd fold). 

2. Fabric-covered cording:  This would be the same procedure as with the rope cording 

with flange.  At the cording ends, tug gently on the fabric covering the cording to allow 

the cording to slip inside the encasing slightly.  Fold fabric end into a triangle and then 

again for finished ends of the cord. 
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3. Rope cording with no flange:  This can be added across a header with pleats after the 

pleats are sewn and styled.  Knots in the cording at each pleat can be attached by hand 

stitching, along with the length of cording that stretches across to the next pleat.  It’s 

helpful to place dots along the panel with a ruler, measuring a consistent distance from 

the upper edge.  (Small hot glue dots placed every inch or so can hold the cording level 

while stitching. 

4. Flat trims:  Turn ends of trim under and stitch to the beginning end or corner.  Stitch 

along both edges of trim (very close to the edge) with a medium stitch length. 

5. Tassel fringe or bullion fringe: 

a. These fringes should be sewn onto a finished panel.  You can attach the trims by 

hand stitching across the header portion, if desired.   

b. When sewing onto a side edge, you may use a sewing machine.  Snip a clean cut 

across the fringe header at the beginning edge of the trim.  Zig-zag stitch to secure 

the threads across the header cut end.  Fold the zig-zagged end under, align at the 

edge of panel, and stitch with matching threads down the length of the panel.  Stitch 

size 3.5 – 3.75 is recommended.  If using a contrasting thread, shorten the stitch 

length for a more appealing look.   

c. You can use hot glue, if preferred, but I don’t recommend it.  Stitching is a more 

permanent attachment. 


